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EXTENDING
THE HOLIDAY
SPIRIT

This season we know
that video enthusiasts
everywhere will jump at
the opportunity to record both their winter
driving accomplishments and the beauty of
changing leaves or snowy winter wonderlands.
Proof is in the massive group of PanaVise lovers on
YouTube® showing off their skills, using one of the
many variations found in our 809 Suction Cup Series. Why not start this year off with a different view?

SOCIAL MEDIA ALERT
Find PanaVise on the internet!
Get updates with Twitter® and get
to know us better on Facebook®.
Log-in to one, or both, of these
social networks and follow or like us.
We want to communicate with you,
after all, that is why we are here.

Model 812-03
809 Window Mount Extension

(Seen attached to an 809 Window Mount to the far left)

PanaVise’s Model: 812-03, 809 Window
Mount Extension, offers three extra inches
to any 809 mount. That being said, anyone
that may have a steeper pitched windshield
or that odd quarter panel that needs a
little extra length for that perfect angle,
search no further. Perhaps you know
one of these special movie makers and are
looking for that perfect gift. With the extra versatility
the 812-03 offers, there are endless possibilities
in creating that perfect video. Just maybe, we will
be able to see your work as the next YouTube®
sensation this new year. We look forward to it.

HOLIDAY
CRAFT IDEAS

PRODUCT

FEATURES
VISES
Model 311 Bench Clamp Base
Mount, clamps to a
table, workbench,
ladder, anywhere you
need it. Compatible
with the 201 PV Jr.
Vise and 300 &
305 Bases

MOUNTS
The 809-QR Quick Release
Window Mount is our ‘quick
release’ AMPScompatible
interface
for easy on,
easy off
accessibility

CCTV
Model:
870 CCTV
Camera
Tree Mount, single
mounting solution
for multiple cameras. Perfect
for warehouses and auditoriums.
Comes in both black and cream.

AUDIO/VIDEO

IMPORTANT DATES
don’t miss us at...

2012 International CES Trade Show
01.10.12 – 01.13.12
Featuring: Mobile Solutions
& Camera Mounts
Location: Las Vegas, NV
Booth: 2224, North Hall

FACEBOOK CONTEST
WINNER
Every month you have a chance to win a prize! Visit
us on Facebook & post a photo of your creative PanaVise Project! We are itching to see what the innovative ways you use your PanaVise are.

YOU TOO COULD BE A WINNER...

Model 381
Vacuum Base PanaVise

Merry DIY to One & All!!
From making your own ornament to Santa’s sleigh, including all

Model: 120140B 40lb
Short Drop Mount
will deliver nearly
flush ceiling installs
and is perfect for
speakers weighing
up to 40lbs. Easy one
person installation comes in
both black and cream

nine reindeer, your PanaVise will get you through the season.

Holiday Decor
Centerpieces
Lawn Decor
Tree Ornaments
Advent Calendars
Stocking Stuffers
Nutcrackers

Rocking Horses
Music Boxes
Wall Clocks
Children’s GameS
KIDS PIGGY BANKs
CLASSIC BIRDHOUSEs
hat racks

Innovative Holding Solutions
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